ONLINE REFERENCE SOURCE CITING TUTORIAL
When citing an online database reference article, look for citation information at the:

- Beginning of the article
- End of the article (Source Citation)
Database
This citation has three containers:
1. Information about the **Database**
2. Information giving credit to the **Article Entry**
3. Information about the **Reference Source**
Select the database from the dropdown menu.

Name of Database

Source Citation


You should have written the permalink to the article on your printout. If you did not record the permalink, you will need to search the database again and copy/paste the permalink into NoodleTools.

URL


Source Citation
The date you last viewed the article online.

Source Citation

If more than one author is given, click +Add Another Contributor to add another field.

Source Citation
Source Citation


If pages are not provided within the Source Citation, skip this field.
Contributors to Reference Source

If Editors are not provided within the Source Citation, skip this field.

Source Citation


Select the appropriate Reference Source

If the source is not an Atlas, Dictionary or Encyclopedia, select Other.

Source Citation
Title of Reference Source

Source Citation
If the volume is not provided within the Source Citation, skip this field.
Source Citation


Source Citation
Publication City

If the Publication City is not provided within the Source Citation, skip this field.
Submit
To edit a citation, click **Options** then select **Edit**.